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Commendation Ribbon - Beginning of a new era at Maldives Customs
Service
Customs seizes 1452 tablets of Amphetamine
MCS marks international Customs Day
“Amaan Vehtegge Hiyhamajehun” media event takes place at Customs
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Editor’s Note
Dear Readers,
I wish you all, dear Readers, a very warm welcome to the first issue of 2017!
The main news that made headlines during the past month was the marking of International Customs
Day (ICD) 2017. The latest version of the software to process declarations in Maldives Customs Service,
ASYCUDA World was officially launched, during the ceremony held to celebrate the International
Customs Day. During the function, Commissioner General of Customs, Mr. Ibrahim Shareef Mohamed
highlighted on the importance given by the administration in 2016, to provide and facilitate a better
environment for traders. Thus, this improvement in the system would enhance the speed of declaration
processing and examination.

Aminath Liusa
Editor

Thirteen officers received WCO Certificate of Merit for having rendered exceptional services to the
organization in the area of this year’s theme “Data Analysis for Effective Border Management”. 138
Officers who served Customs for more than 20 years was also awarded a plaque as an appreciation.
The awards were handed over to them by the Minister, Commissioner General of Customs and Deputy
Commissioner of Customs.
We also hosted “Amaan Vehtegge Hiyhamajehun” media event on 22nd January 2017. The event was
officiated by Minister of Home Affairs and Customs Minister, Honorable Ahmed Azleen. Commissioner
General of Customs, Mr. Ibrahim Shareef Mohamed and executives from various other government
agencies whose responsibilities align to the theme, including Maldives Customs Service attended
the event. The purpose of this event was to highlight the achievements made from 2014 to 2016 by
law enforcement agencies of Maldives, including Ministry of Home Affairs, Maldives Police Service,
Maldives Correctional Service, National Drug Agency, Juvenile Justice Unit, Maldives Customs Service,
Communication Authority of Maldives, Maldives Immigration, Ministry of Economic Development and
Labour Relation Authority.
In the area of border enforcement, last month we made a seizure of 21 spear guns under a special
operation conducted on 10th January 2017 . The seizure was made at Male’ Commercial Harbour,
based on profiling, targeting and abnormality fount in the content of the shipment. Under the Law
4/75, importing of spear guns restricted and can only be imported upon a special permit by the
Ministry of Defence and National Security. We also seized 1452 tablets (162 grams) of amphetamine
from a 27 year old Bangladeshi male who arrived on 25th January 2017 via Maldivian Airlines Q2 551.
On the training front, 109 Police Officers who successfully completed the “United Nations Office
on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) Computer Based Training on Drug Law Enforcement” were awarded
certificates. This program was specially conducted for the officers from Maldives Police Service from
10 August to 24 November 2016.
This issue features an informative article on the ease of passenger processing at the airports by Senior
Customs Officer Grade 3 Mohamed Ibrahim.
As I drop my pen, along with the entire team at CJ, I would like to take this opportunity to wish each
and every one of you a very Happy New Year, filled with love, light, peace, joy and good health for 2017!

liusha@customs.gov.mv
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DIRECTIVES

Enterprise Resource Planning Committee
Established
As per CG Directive 07/2017, the Enterprise Resource Planning Committee (ERP) has been established.
The members of the committee are as follows:
CG Ibrahim Shareef Mohamed (Chairperson)
DC Ismail Abdulla (Vice Chairperson)
AC Ismail Nashid (Human Resources Area)
CSp Abdulla Waheed (Sea Port Area)
DCSp Abdulla Ali (Airport Area)
CSp Ismail Hamdoon (Risk Management Area)
DCSp Mohamed Hameed (Information Technology Area)
CSp Fathimath Sodaf
DCSp Mahmood Riyaz
SSp Muaz Ali

Membership of Committee Formed to Award
Commendation Ribbons Revised
As per CG Directive 04/2017, the membership of committee formed to award Commendation Ribbons has been revised.
The members of the revised committee are as follows:
Sp Fathimath Zeeniya (Chairperson)
CCO Hafsa Umar
CCO Ibrahim Razeef
CCO Minna Rasheed
SCOG3 Jameela Hassan
SCOG3 Ahmed Rasheed
COG2 Fathimath Samaha
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ENFORCEMENT

Spear Guns Seized Through a Special Operation
Conducted by Maldives Customs Service
A press briefing was held on 11th January 2017 to give
information about the special operation conducted on
10th January 2017 by Maldives Customs Service through
which 21 spear guns were seized.
The seizure was made at Male’ Commercial Harbour,
based on profiling, targeting and abnormality fount
in the content of the shipment. Customs Officers

intercepted these goods, which were initially declared to
Customs as garments. Under the Law 4/75, importing of
spear guns restricted and can only be imported upon a
special permit by the Ministry of Defence and National
Security.
The aforementioned case is under further investigation.

Customs Seizes 1452 Tablets of Amphetamine
Customs has seized 1452 tablets
(162 grams) of amphetamine from a
27 year old Bangladeshi male who
arrived on 25th January 2017 via
Maldivian Airlines Q2 551.
Customs officers at airport found
the passenger to be of suspicious
behavior which led to an initial
interception.
With
questioning
and further examination, officers
found 1452 tablets (162 grams)
of amphetamine concealed in his
luggage.
The passenger along with the seizure
was handed over to Maldives Police
Service for further investigations.
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“Amaan Vehtegge Hiyhamajehun” Media Event
Takes Place at Customs

The event was officiated by Minister
of Home Affairs and Customs
Minister, Honorable Ahmed Azleen.
Commissioner General of Customs,
Mr. Ibrahim Shareef Mohamed
and executives from various other
government
agencies
whose
responsibilities align to the theme,
including Maldives Customs Service
attended the event.

The purpose of this event was
to highlight the achievements
made from 2014 to 2016 by law
enforcement agencies of Maldives,
including Ministry of Home Affairs,
Maldives Police Service, Maldives
Correctional Service, National Drug
Agency, Juvenile Justice Unit, Maldives
Customs Service, Communication
Authority of Maldives, Maldives
Immigration, Ministry of Economic
Development and Labour Relation
Authority.

This campaign will last for 45 days
and various other events including
media interviews, public gatherings,
publication of articles on print and
social media, etc. are scheduled to
take place.
The campaign is coordinated by the
President Office.
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TRAININGS - LOCAL

CBT Training held for Maldives Police Service
Concludes

A ceremony has been held on 06th January 2017 to award the 109 Police Officers who have successfully completed the
“United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) Computer Based Training on Drug Law Enforcement” programme,
which has been specially conducted for the officers from Maldives Police Service from 10 August to 24 November 2016.
The ceremony was officiated by the Deputy Commissioner of Police, Mr. Ahmed Saudhy. Deputy Commissioner, Mr.
Ismail Abdulla and senior executives of Customs and Police also participated in the ceremony.
The training programme was organized jointly by the Centre for Customs and Excise Studies and Institute for Security
and Law Enforcement Studies. So far, 1000 participants have completed this programme from Maldives National
Defence Force, Maldives Police Service and Maldives Immigration and various other relevant organisations.
The UNODC Computer Based Global eLearning Programme is funded by the governments of Australia, Japan, Sweden,
Norway and the United States. Its objective is to transfer knowledge worldwide for effective responses against
transnational crime, drugs, and terrorism threats.
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New Officers Took Customs Oath after
Completion of Induction Course

In a special ceremony held on 25th January 2017, newly recruited 22 officers took Customs Oath, which was administered
by the Civil Court Judge Uz. Abdulla Ali. As a prerequisite to be a Customs Officer, these officers have completed the
Customs Studies Course, conducted by Customs Academy from September to December last year.
Customs Studies course or Induction plays a vital role in gathering the required mandatory knowledge for the officers to
help them to get familiar with the new work environment. The content of the course covers the mandates and operating
procedures of the customs sections and division along with rules and regulations of Customs and related authorities.
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Information Session on New Version of HS 2017
A one day session was held by the Customs Academy
on 01st January 2017 to provide information about the
new version of the Harmonized System (HS) of tariff
nomenclature to Customs Officers in the related fields. 67
officers have been provided the necessary information to
get going by the officers of tariff and statistics section. So
far, 172 officers have been provided with this information
regarding the new version.

The Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding
System generally referred to as “Harmonized System”
or simply “HS” is a multipurpose international product
nomenclature developed by the World Customs
Organization (WCO). This is a global system adopted by
over 200 countries around the world to use as a basis
for collection of Customs tariffs and to maintain trade
statistics which are essential for the economy.

Developing Strategic Leaders for High
Performance - RAFY Foundation
Regional Alliance for Fostering Youth – RAFY organised a strategic Leadership training in partnership with Colombo
Leadership Academy powered by Hotel Jen Malé, Maldives to equip business managers with the skill sets required to
enhance business acumen & amp; corporate entrepreneurial behaviour— especially to manager-level audiences.This
one day training commenced on 25th of January at Hotel Jen. Two officers from Customs took in this training.
Simulations based on real business dynamics and learning experiences that use case studies, stories, and team
problem-solving provide multiple opportunities for these learners to practice and improve decision-making.
The training was participated by Corporate, civil and uniform bodies. A total of 60 participants were present from Hotel
Jen Male, Ooredoo Maldives, State Trading organisation, MFLC, Fenaka, MACL, MPL, Maldives Police Service, Maldives
Customs Service, Maldives Immigration, Sun Media Group, Juways Cafe’, MTDC etc.
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Personal Branding Workshop by Clique
8 officers from Maldives Customs
Service took part in a ‘Personal
Branding’ workshop organized by
Clique College in association with
National Career Guidance Centre
of Ministry of Youth & Sports. The
workshop was held on 13th January
2017. On a session delivered by

an international accredited trainer
from Sri Lanka, Mr. Rex Pitiyage the
audience was diverse as participants
came from Sri Lanka, Maldives,
Bangladesh, France, Italy and India.
Personal Branding workshop aims to
provide the youth with the guidance

to improve on their personal posture
and help them assist to polish and
market themselves and their careers
as brands. Personal branding aims
to create a prescribed image that is
perceived by others for an individual
or an organization.

Awareness Session on Gender Equality Act
110 officers joined the awareness session held on 15 January 2017 by Ministry of Gender and Family at Customs Building.
This session was conducted to aware the officers of Maldives Customs Service on the recently passed Gender Equality
Act (18/2016) to establish the role of government agencies to ensure the smooth execution of the Act.
President Abdulla Yameen Abdul Gayoom ratified the Bill on Gender Equality on 23rd August,a bill which was passed on
Tuesday, 16th August 2016, at the sixteenth sitting of the second session of the parliament. On ratification, the Act has
now been published in the Government Gazette. The Gender Equality Act seeks to ensure to eliminate discrimination
between genders and establishes the role of government and other agencies in the implementation of the Act.
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MCS Marks International Customs Day
A special function was held at Maldives Customs Service building to celebrate the International Customs Day of 2017.
The function was officiated by the Minister of Home Affairs and Customs Minister, Honorable Azleen Ahmed.
Commissioner General of Customs, Mr. Ibrahim Shareef Mohamed and executives from Customs and various other
organisations attended the function.
13 Officers were given the merit award by World Customs Organisation for their commendable work towards this year’s
theme “Data Analysis for Effective Border Management”.
During the Minister’s remarks, he highlighted on the advancements achieved by the organisation on regional level and
that there are World Customs Organisation’s accredited trainers in the organisation. He also stressed that the service
provided by Customs should be fair and equal to everyone and an audit such as the recent Gateway Control audit at
Velana International Airport will be done at the Male Commercial Harbour too.
138 Officers who served Customs for more than 20 years have been awarded a plaque as an appreciation. The awards
were handed over to them by the Minister, Commissioner General of Customs and Deputy Commissioner of Customs.
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Official Inauguration of “ASYCUDA World”
The latest version of the software
to process declarations in Maldives
Customs Service, ASYCUDA World
has been officially launched, during
the ceremony held to celebrate the
International Customs Day.
During the function, Commissioner
General of Customs, Mr. Ibrahim
Shareef
Mohamed
highlighted

on the importance given by the
administration in 2016, to provide
and facilitate a better environment
for traders. Thus, this improvement
in the system would enhance the
speed of declaration processing and
examination.

ASYCUDA World took almost two
years and the financial support of
MVR 18 million from the World Trade
Organization’s Enhanced Integrated
Framework.
More
than
1000
Customs Officers, Customs Brokers,
Importers and Exporters have been
trained under this project.

The migration from the previous
ASYCUDA++ to the current version
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Commendation Ribbon - Beginning of a New Era
at Maldives Customs Service

A special Ceremony was held on
24th January 2016 to present
the
commendation
ribbon
titled “Gaabil Kamuge Kula” and
“Kaamiyaabuge Ran Kula” to officers
for their noteworthy service to the
organization.
Minister of Home Affairs Hon. Azleen
Ahmed honored the Ceremony.
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Commendation
ribbon
“Gaabil
Kamuge Kula” and “Kaamiyaabuge
Ran Kula” were presented to 600 and
79 staff respectively.
Minister on his speech stressed
on the importance of integrity of
enforcement agencies and praised
the officers for their exemplary level
of integrity being maintained. He

urged Customs officers to respect
the uniform and maintain the highest
level of integrity in whatever they do.
Minister
highlighted
on
the
President’s vision on minimizing
corruption within the organizations
and from the society as a whole.
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STATISTICS

Imports Increases by 36% in January
The CIF value of goods imported during January increased by 36% compared to January last year. Approximately MVR
2.4 billion worth of goods were imported during January 2016, whereas this year the figure was recorded at MVR 3.3
billion. Among the top importing countries, UAE recorded the highest with 18%, Singapore and India were listed 2nd
and 3rd with 13% and 11% respectively.
The total revenue collected through customs duty and other fees and fines during January 2017 showed an increase
of 25% compared to that of January 2016. A total of MVR 226 million was collected through Customs duty last month.
The FOB value of goods exported during last January increased by 137% to that of the same period last year, which is an
increase from MVR 265 million in January 2016 to MVR 633 million in January 2017. The largest quantity of the exports
was exported to Thailand which is 69% of the total exports for the month of January.
For further details please refer to ‘monthly statistics sheet’.
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އިރުއިރު ޮކޅާ ބެލްޓަށް ޮފށިލީޒަމާން މާޒީއާއި އެކުވެހިނގައްޖެ
ސީނިއަރ ކަސްޓަމްސް ޮއފިސަރ  3މުޙައްމަދު އިބްރާހިމް ()264
އެއީ އޮނަވިހިސަތޭކަ ބާހައްތަރިއެވެ .ދިވެހިރާއްޖެ އަށް ބޯބުރީގަ

ދުއްވޭޒަމާނެއްވެސްނޫނެވެ.

ކަފުޖަހައިގެން

ފަތުރުވެރިން އަންނަން ފެށި ދުވަސްވަރެވެ .މަދުބައެއްގެ އަންނަހާބައެއެްގެ ފޮށިތަންމަތި އަތުންބޭލިޒަމާނެވެ .ފޮށިތަންމަތި
ހިތްވަރާއި،އެކަމަށްހުރި ޝަޢުޤުވެރިކަމުގެ ބޮޑުކަމުން ބޭރުމީހުން އަތުން

ބާލައިގެން

ފަތުރުވެރިންގެ

ފައިބައިގިމަތައަށް

ޗުއްޓީހޭދަކުރުމަށް ރާއްޖެ ގެނައުމުގެ މަސައްކަތް ފެށިގެން ކޮނޑުމަތީގަ އާއި އަތްދަނޑިމަތީ އުފުލިޒަމާނެވެ .މިހާވަރަށް
އައީ ވަރަށްވެސް އާދައިގެ ގޮތަކަށެވެ .އެމަސައްކަތުގައި އުފުލައިހެދިނަމަވެސް ފޮށީގެވެރިމީހާ އަށް ފޮށި އުފުލުން
އެއިރު

އުޅުނު

ބައެއްބޭފުޅުން

އަދިވެސް

އެބަތިއްބެވެ .އަދި

ފޮށިއުފުލަން

ނިމުނީކިީނޫނެވެ.

ޓްރޮލީއެއްވެސް

ދުރުމާޒީގައި ފެށުނު މިމަސައްކަތުގެ ޅަފަތުގައި ވަރަށްގިނަ ނުހުންނާތީ ކަސްޓަމްސް ކައުންޓަރަށް ފޮށިގެންދަނީވެސް
ދަތިތަކާއި،އެތަކެއް އުނދަގުލާއި ދިމާވާނެކަމީ މިއަދުވެސް ކޮނޑުމަތީގައެވެ .ރާއްޖެ އެތެރެކުރުން މަނާ އެއްޗެއް އޮތްތޯ
ދެކޮޅުވެރިކަމެއްނެތި ޤަބޫލުކުރާނެ ކަމެކެވެ .އެދުވަސްވަރު ބަލައިނިމުމުން ދެންވެސް ފޮށިގެންދާނީ ކޮނޑުމަތީގައެވެ.
ޤައުމުގެ

ޙާލަތާއި،

ޤައުމުގެ

ފުދުންތެރިކަމާއި،

އުފެއްދުންތެރިކަމާއި،

ޤައުމުގެ

އެކިއެކި

ދާއިރާތަކުން

ތަމްރީންލިބިފައިވާ މީހުންނަށް ބެލިނަމަވެސް ފަތުރުވެރިކަމުގެ
މިމަސައްކަތްކުރިގޮތާއިމެދު ބަޔަކު ވިސްނައިފިނަމަ ކޮސްނުވާނެ
މީހަކު ،އަޖައިބު އަންތަރީސް ނުވާނެ މީހަކުނުހުންނާނެއެވެ.
އެދުވަހުވެސް
ރާއްޖެއަށް

ވައިގެމަގުން

މިމަސައްކަތުގައިއެއަރޕޯރޓްގެ
ރިސޯޓަކާއި

ހަމަޔަށް

ދައުރު
ކުރަންޖެހޭ

ހުރިހާކަމެއް

ޒިންމާއެކެވެ .އެހެންކަމުން ރާއްޖެއަށް މީހަކު އައުމުން
ޕާސްޕޯރޓް

ކަށިމަތިން ތެޔޮހަންދިޔަފަހަރުތައްވެސް މަދެއްނޫނެވެ .އެކަކަށް
ނުއުފުލޭނަމަ

ވަރަށްބޮޑެވެ .ހެއްޔެވެ.

ކުރުމަކީ ފަތުރުވެރިންނާއި ހަވާލުވާ ފަރާތްތަކުގެ ވަރަށްބޮޑު
ނިންމައި

ނޭގެއެވެ .ފައިތިލަމައްޗަށް ފޮށިވެއްޓުނު އަދަދެއް ނޭގެއެވެ.
ދެމީހުންނެވެ.

ކަސްޓަމްސް

ކައުންޓަރާއި

ކަމަށްވުމުން ،ނޫނެވެ .ހައެއްކަ ފަހަރުވެސް ދާންޖެހިދާނެއެވެ .ކުރާނީކީން

ރާއްޖެއަށް އަންނަފަރާތްތަކަށް ގިނައިރުނުވެ ދާންބޭނުންވާ
ދިއުމަށް

ކޮނޑުން ތެޔޮހަން ދިޔައީ ކިތައްމީހުން ކިތައްފަހަރު ކަމެއްވެސް

އެންމެގިނައިން ހަމައަށް ފޮށިތައްހަމަކުރެވެނީ އެއްފަހަރަކުން ދެފަހަރަކުން

ފަތުރުވެރިން
އައިސްއުޅުނީ

މިދެންނެވި ދުވަސްވަރު މިމަސައްކަތުގައި އުޅެގެން އަތުންނާއި،

ފޮށިތަންމަތި

ލިބުމަކީ

ރަށަކަށް

ފުރުމުގެ ކުރިން ކުރަންޖެހޭއެންމެ ފުރަތަމަ މަސައްކަތެވެ.

އެއިރުގެހާލަތެވެ.

އެހެންއެއްވެސްގޮތެއްނެތެވެ.

ދުވަސްތައް މާޒީއާއި އެކުވެ ޚިޔާލާއި ވިސްނުންތައް ތަރައްޤީވެ
ޤައުމާއި ރައްޔިތުންގެ ފުދުންތެރިކަމާއި ،އުފެއްދުންތެރިކަން
ކުރިއަރާ

ދިޔަވަރަކަށް

މިދެންނެވިހުރިހާ

ކަމަކަށްވެސް

އަންނަނީ ހެޔޮބަދަލެވެ .ވާވަރަކުންތާއެވެ .ފަތުރުވެރިކަން
ތަރަށްޤީވެފުޅާވެ އެއަރޕޯރޓަށް އަންނަމުންދިޔަ ކުރިރުމާއިއެކު
ފަސިންޖަރުންނަށްދެވޭ ޚިދުމަތް އިތުރުވަމުންގޮސް އިމްގްރޭޝަން

އެޒަމާނަށް ބަލާއިރު އެއަރޕޯރޓަކީ މިހާރު އެއަރޕޯރޓްތަކުން ނިމިގެން ފަސިންޖަރުންގެ ފޮށިތައްލިބުން ފަސޭހަކުރުމަށްޓަކައި
މިފެންނަޒާތުގެ ކަރަންޓް ސިޑިއާއި ،ފޮށިތަންމަތިބޭލުމަށް ވަކިއިންތިޒާމަކުން އެކަމަށްޚާއްސަ ބެލްޓްތައް ޤާއިމްކުރެވުނެވެ.
ބޭނުންކުރާ

ކަރަންޓްބެލްޓްފަދަ

އާލާތްތަކެއް

ހުރިޒަމާނެއްނޫނެވެ .ގާޑިޔާތަކަށް ދާގީނާތައް އަރުވައިގެން

ފަހަރަކު

ފޮއްޓެއްނަގައި

ޓްރޮލީއަށް

އަރުވައިގެން
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ގެންދެވޭނެގޮތްވުމުން ވަރަށްބޮޑު ފަސޭހައަކަށްވިއެވެ .އެހެނަސް ފޮނުވައިލައި

ފަސިންޖަރުންނަށް

މިހިސާބުން އަދި ނިމުނީކީނޫނެވެ .ރާއްޖެއަށް އެތެރެވާ ތަކެއްޗާއި ،ކަންކަންވަނީ
މީހުންބަލާ ފާސްކުރުމުގެ ޤާނޫނީބާރު ދިވެހި ޤާނޫނުއަސާސީން
މަތިކޮށްފައިވާ ބަޔަކީ މޯލްޑިވްސް ކަސްޓަމްސް ސަރވިސް
ކަމަށްވުމުން ފޮށި ،އަތްދަބަސް އެހެނިހެން ހުރިހާ ތަކެއްޗެއް
އެސްރޭ

މެޝިނަށް

އެކްސްރޭކޮށްބަލަންޖެހެއެވެ.

އަރުވާ

މިކަމަކީ ކޮންމެހެންވެސް ކުރަންޖެހޭކަމެކެވެ .މިމަސައްކަތަކީ
ކޮންމެހެން ކުރަންޖެހޭކަމަކަށް ވިޔަސް ،މިއީ ވަރަށްބުރަ
އެހާމެގިނަ

ވަގުތު

ހޭދަކުރަންޖެހޭވެސްކަމެކެވެ.

މިކަމަށް

އެހެނީ ފޮށިދަބަސް ބެލްޓުންނަގައިގެން ގެނެސް އަނެއްކާ
އެހެންތަނަކަށް
ހިތްހަމަޖެހޭ

އަރުވަންވުމުން

އެއްވެސް

ކަމަކަށްނުވިއެވެ.

ފަރާތަކަށް
އެހެންތާއެވެ.

ވާނީވެސް

ދަތުރުމަތީގެ ވަރުބަލިކަމާއި ،ސިއްޙީހާލުގެ ދެރަކަމުންނާއި،

މިއަދު

ލުއިފަސޭހަވާނޭހެން
ކުރެވިފައެވެ.

އިންތިޒާމް

މިއަދު ފަތުރުވެރިންގެ ފައިބައިގިމަތައަށް ބަލައިލުމުން ފެންނަނީ
އިމިގްރޭޝަން ނިންމައި ފަސިންޖަރުން ފޮށިތަންމަތިހަމަކޮށް
ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ ދޮރާށިތަކުން ލުއިފަސޭހަކަމާއިއެކު ދާމަންޒަރެވެ.
އެފަސިންޖަރަކު

ކަސްޓަމްސް

ދާންބޭނުންދޮރަކުންނެވެ.

އަށް ޑިކްލެއާކުރަންޖެހޭ އެއްޗެއް ނުވަތަ ޑިއުޓީދައްކަންޖެހޭ
އެއްޗެއް ހުރިނަމަ ރަތްދޮރާށި ނުވަތަ ރެޑް ޗެނަލް އެވެ.
މިދެންނެވިފަދަ އެއްވެސްކަމެއް ނެތްނަމަ ފެހި ދޮރާށި ނުވަތަ
ގްރީން ޗެނަލް އެވެ .ކުރަމުން އައި ދިގުދަތުރުގެ ބުރަކަން
ދަނެ އުނދަގޫޖައްސާކަން ތަނެއްނެތެވެ .ދަތުރުފަސޭހަ ކުރުމުގެ
ހުރިހާކަމެއް އަމިއްލައަށް ނިންމުމަށް މަގުކޮށިގެން ދިޔައީއެވެ.

ވަގުތުގެ ދަތިކަމާއިއެކުމެ ފަސިންޖަރުންގެ އުފާވެރި ދަތުރު މިއަދު މިފަސޭހަ ލިބިގެން ދިޔައިރު ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ ޒިންމާ
އެކީއެކަން

މިކަމެއްނުވިއެވެ .ދުލެއްނުކުރާނެކަން

މުޅިންޚަރާބްކުރިކަމަކަށްނޫނީ

އިރުއިރުކޮޅާ އެކްސްރޭ މެޝިންގެ ބެލްޓަށް ފޮށިއަރުވާބާލަންވުމުން
އެކިމީހުންނަށްލިބުނު އަނިޔާވެސް މަދެއްނުވާނެއެވެ .ދަތުރުގެ
ވަރުބަލިކަމާއިއެކު ރުންކުރުވެ ދައްކަންނުޖެހޭވާހަކަތައްދެއްކި
ކުރަންނުވާ
އެކަމަކު

އެތަކެއްޒުވާބުވެސް
ކުރާހިތަކުންނޫނެވެ.

ދިމާވިއުދާސްތަކާއި،
ފޮށިލިބުމުންވެސް

ދަތުރުގެ

ދިގުކިއުއެއްގައި

ހަމަޒުވާބްކުރެވުނީއެވެ.
އެހެންޤައުމުތަކުގައި

މިކަންކުރާ

ތަންތަނަށް

އެކިހިސާބުން

ލޮޑުވެފަހުރިލެއްބޮޑުކަމުންނެވެ.
ތެދެއްމެ

އެދުވަސްވެސް

ކުރެވުނީއެވެ.

އެދިޔައީއެވެ.

ބަދަލުއަންނަމުން

މުޅިންއެހެންމަންޒަރަކެވެ.

އައިސް
ދުނިޔޭގެ

ހުންނަންޖެހުމުން
މިކަމަކީ

މިއަދު

ތަރައްޤީވެފައިވާ

ޤައުމުތައްފަދައިން ވެލާނާ އިންޓަރނޭޝަނަލް އެއަރޕޯރޓްގެ
ފޮށިތައްލިބުމުގައިވެސްވަނީ ޒަމާނީ ކުލަޖެހިފައެވެ .އިރުއިރުކޮޅާ
ފޮށިތަންމަތި އެކްސްރޭކުރުމަށް އުފުލިއުފުލުން މާޒީގެތެރެއަށް
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ކުރަންޖެހޭހުރިހާކަމެއް
ރާއްޖެއަށް

ހަމަ

އަންނަ

ވައިގެމަގުން

ކުރާނެތާއެވެ.

ފޮށިތަންމަތި

ފަސިންޖަރުންގެ

އެކްސްރޭކުރުމުގެ ކަންތައްތައް މިއަދުވެސް ހިނގާނެތާއެވެ.
ދަތުރުވެރިންނަށް
ހިނގާނެކަން

ނުފެނުނު
ޔަގީނެވެ.

ނަމަވެސް

ބަދަލުވީ

އެކަންކަން

އެންމެ

ކަމެކެވެ.

ޒަމާނީ ތަރައްޤީއާ އެއްގޮތަށް ކަންކުރާގޮތް ބަދަލުވީއެވެ.

ގޮތެއްނޫނެވެ .ސަބަބުން

ފެންނަނީ

ރާއްޖޭގެ

ވަންނައެއްޗިއްސާއި ،ބޭރުވަނީކޮންއެއްޗެއްކަން ދަނެގަތުމަށް

ދުނިޔޭގެ އެހެންކަމުން

ޒަމާނާގުޅޭގޮތަށް

ޔަގީންނެވެ.

ދޮރާށިތަކުން

ކަސްޓަމްސް

ފަސިންޖަރުންނާއި،ފަތުރުވެރިކަމަށް

ފަސޭހައެއްލިބުނީއެވެ.
ކުރިންއޮންނަ
ފުރުވަންޖެހޭ

އިން

މިގެނައިބަދަލުގެ

ކިޔޫ

ކަސްޓަމްސްއިން

ފާސްކުރުމަށް

ނިމުމަކަށްއައީއެވެ.

ރިސޯރޓްތަކަށް

ދަތުރުވެސް

އަވަސްވީއެވެ.

ލާންޗުގެ

ޢާންމުދަތުރުވެރިންގެ

ވަރަށްބޮޑު

ދަތުރުވެސް

ލުއިފަސޭހަވީއެވެ.

އިރުއިރުކޮޅާ ބެލްޓަށްފޮށިލީޒަމާން މާޒީއާއިއެކުވެހިނގައްޖެއެވެ.

WCO MERIT WINNERS
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Abdulla Waheed

Uthsiyya Thaufeeq

Aminath Abdul Hakeem

Jameela Hassan

Abdulla Waheed

Hawwa Zahira

Chief Superintendent

Superintendent

Chief Customs Officer

Senior Customs Officer III

Chief Customs Officer

Customs Officer III

Seaport Operations Division

Crew & Baggage Clearance

Hulhumale’ Customs

Sea Cargo Documentation

Intelligence & Risk Management

Tariff & Statistics

Fathimath Abdul Rahman

Mohamed Fayaz

Fathimath Hooriyya

Khadheeja Faiz

Ali Zubair

Amjad Mufeed

Superintendent

Senior Customs Officer I

Chief Customs Officer

Customs Officer III

Chief Customs Officer

Senior Customs Officer I

Post Clearance Audit

Special Enforcement Operations

Passenger Clearance

Valuation & Documentation

Tariff & Statistics

Air Cargo Documentation
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